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Sandy Martin is an actress living in Los Angeles, CA. Sandy is best known for her roles as Grandma in
Napoleon Dynamite, Selma Green on Big Love and as Mrs. Mack on It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia.
Sandy Martin - Actress
Michel Serrault est un acteur franÃ§ais nÃ© le 24 janvier 1928 Ã Brunoy (Seine-et-Oise) et mort le 29 juillet
2007 Ã Vasouy ().. Un des acteurs les plus populaires de sa gÃ©nÃ©ration [1], Serrault a tournÃ© au total
dans 135 longs mÃ©trages [2], endossant des rÃ´les trÃ¨s diffÃ©rents et originaux : du boulevard (La Cage
aux folles) et de la comÃ©die absurde ou dÃ©lirante (Buffet froid, Le ...
Michel Serrault â€” WikipÃ©dia
Bryan Batt (born March 1, 1963) is an American actor best known for his role in the AMC series Mad Men as
Salvatore Romano, an art director for the Sterling Cooper agency.Primarily a theater actor, he has had a
number of starring roles in movies and television as well. His performance in the musical adaptation of
Saturday Night Fever earned him one of New York City's more unusual honors, a ...
Bryan Batt - Wikipedia
Allan Carr (born Allan Soloman, May 27, 1937 â€“ June 29, 1999) was an American producer and manager
of stage for the screen.Carr was nominated for numerous awards, winning a Tony Award and two People's
Choice Awards, and was named Producer of the Year by the National Association of Theatre Owners.
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